Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Transportation, Highways and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M.  Date: May 2, 2006

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HCR 132  KATZ (TBA)  HIGHWAYS  Directs the Department of Transportation and Development to erect signs indicating the location of Antique Alley in West Monroe, Louisiana  (SUBJECT TO RULES SUSPENSION)

HB 275  QUEZAIRE  PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION  Decreases the number of persons required to make an estimate for the Dept. of Transportation and Development when expropriating property for right-of-way

HB 299  DANIEL  HIGHWAYS  Provides relative to the Louisiana Transportation Authority and creates the Transportation Mobility Fund

HB 321  SMITH, GARY  MTR VEHICLE/VIOLATIONS  Prohibits the use of a cellular telephone while operating a motor vehicle

HB 367  LAFONTA  INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE  Exempts water-damaged vehicles from compulsory motor vehicle insurance requirements

HB 785  QUEZAIRE  MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL  Requires "hard copy" tickets to be issued for moving violations committed by operators of commercial motor vehicles

HB 998  BEARD (TBA)  PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS  Prohibits certain parties from packaging products contained in bid specifications  (SUBJECT TO RULES SUSPENSION)

HB 1010  SMITH, GARY  MTR VEHICLE/VIOLATIONS  Prohibits smoking in motor vehicles under certain circumstances

HB 1025  DANIEL  HIGHWAYS  Provides relative to highway construction projects on state highway in East Baton Rouge Parish

HB 1103  WADDELL  MTR VEHICLE/OFFICE  Provides relative to personal information provided on drivers license and motor vehicle registration applications by certain applicants

HB 1170  SMITH, JACK  TRANSPORTATION DEPT  Requires that the Department of Transportation and Development provide a traffic signal at an intersection in Patterson

HB 1173  CROWE  HIGHWAYS  Provides relative to the hours when certain highway construction work may occur

HB 1200  ARNOLD  BRIDGES/FERRIES  Requires the Crescent City Connection Division within the Department of Transportation and Development to operate the Algiers/Canal St. ferry during certain hours

HB 1204  QUEZAIRE  MTR VEHICLE/TRUCKS  Provides relative to violation tickets issued to motor carriers
HB 1212 LAFONTA MOTOR VEHICLES Provides relative to the definition of "loose material" and increases the penalty of loads on vehicles

HB 1282 SCHNEIDER PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS Increases the contract limit for public works related to the hurricanes

HB 1295 DOWNS UTILITY/MUNICIPAL Provides relative to the cost of relocating utilities for state highway construction projects

HB 1308 KENNARD MTR VEHICLE/INSPECTION Revises safety inspection program for certain commercial motor vehicles
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